
Good Afternoon 

We are a livestock exporter that specialise in calf exports.  We have been in the export 

business for over 30 years.   We have been notified that new regulations have come into 

play over the past few months.  I have been in touch with other farming bodies and 

travelled out to France to meet one of the owners of the lairges to try and see if there was a 

solution to this giant problem that the dairy sector is facing imminently.  The whole sector is 

up in arms with worry - Where are these calves going to go.  The struggle that we are facing 

is that only half the amount calves are going to be exported as normal this year through Irish 

Ferries in Dublin and Stena Line in Rosslare but the problem does not lie with the ferries but 

in the resting points in France – new legislation is only allowing for us to rest our calves in 

the 2 closest lairges in Cherbourg Pignets & Quailivia 2  – when there was an over flow of 

calves during the peak time the excess travelled no more than 4 hours outside from 

Cherbourg to another lairge this is where the new legislation comes into play – we are no 

longer able to do this and this is where we face our issue. 

With the removal of the milk quota we have seen that dairy industry grow in sizable way 

over the last 2 years.   We are going to see more calves on the ground than ever this year.  

The beef market is on its knees with no one wanting to bring these calves on to a beef stage 

the only option we have is to export them to the EU as there is a demand for them there.  

The problem that is here is no one discusses the implantations with people on the ground 

before these rules are passed. We need to have better communication between the 

Department of Agri going forward. 

We need to look at the following points: 

Contagiously Plan: What happens when the weather gets bad during the spring and both 

ferries cancel – a back log will immerge through this.  – eg last year with the snow there was 
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a full week that no calves could get out of Ireland – caused serious welfare issues incurred 

during this time 

Need to be able to travel to the lairge 4 hours outside Cherbourg when ferry is cancelled 

Need to be able to travel to lairge 4 hours outside Cherbourg during the peak times of the 

year Feb-April  

This is only a contagiously plan for this year as it will not be a solution to the problem that 

we will face over the following years 

We are now only days before the excess calves arrive on the market with nowhere to go the 

1st cancelation has now happen on Thursday 07/02/2018 and has now caused a domino 

effect on exports  

  

POINTS OF DISCUSSION  

ISSUE AT HAND – WHAT WE ARE FACING IN THE COMING WEEKS 

HOW TO FIX ISSUE 




